I TOUR OF EXHIBITIONS TO PROMOTE THE TAEKWON-DO I.T.F IN GALICIA 2005
The exhibition team of the Galician Delegation, was integrated by the IV Degree Antonio Blanco
Garcia, the III Degree Sergio Maneiro Beiro, the II Degree Antia Lopez Iglesias and the I Degrees
Lorena Blanco Garcia, Pablo Castiñeira Olveira and Ramon Lema Freire, with the collaboration of
other members of several TaeKwon-Do I.T.F. schools which are integrated in the Delegation of
Galicia. The team made several demonstrations during the first semestre of 2005 to promote the
I.T.F in Galicia.

The first demonstration was made the 12th of march in the Martial Arts Show organized by the
Esparta Gym (Santiago). The Martial Arts Show was made inside the Area Central, a famous
shopping center. The following martial arts took place in this event: Judo, Tai Chi, Valetudo, Kick
Boxing, Muai Thai, Kempo, Nimpo and the taekwon-do team, which were selected to close the
event. The numerous public presented vibrated with the spectacularity of the different

exhibited Martial Arts.

The 21 of May the exhibition team of F.I.T.E Delegation of Galicia went to Negreira, a rural town
on the ourskirts of A Coruña, where the Karate had a lot of practicioners. A local Gym wants to
incorporate the Taekwon-do I.T.F made the invitation. In the Municipal Pavilion, full of public, all
the Municipal Sport Schools made demonstrations. The taekwon-do team received a friendly
welcome after the demonstration and express the intention to repeat the next year with the new
students in this town.
The next demonstration was developed on the 18 of June, in the Oroso Municipal Pavilion, located
in the town of Sigüeiro. In this occasion the closing ceremony of the Municipal Sports Schools, the
taekwon-do school is directed by Antonio and Lorena Blanco. All the students of the local
taekwon-do school made the demonstration which excited all the parents and public present.
The last demonstration was made in the Felipe de Castro School in Noia, the 24th of June, where
Sergio Maneiro teachs. After the demonstrations of the other activities of the A.P.A., the taekwondo students of this school start a exhibition of the basic techniques, after that the Delegation Team
showed several advanced techniques. All the assistants with very good sensations insisted to repeat
the fabulous demonstration saw.
The second tour of exhibitions of the demonstration team of the Galicia Delegation will take place
during the seconf semestre of 2005, in this occasion they will go to the demonstrations of the
Association Su a Agra School of Baio (Sung Gym) and Liceo de Noia Society.
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